September 2006

TOPAKUSTIK®-News for our distribution partners
This edition informs you about
- New samples ex warehouse and new ordering form for samples
- a new voice is answering your phone calls
- TOPPERFO® Clou with accentuated joints
- TOPAKUSTIK® and TOPPERFO® in England
- on Monday, 25 September 2006, our plant will be closed
- PS: TOPAKUSTIK® with value of art

New samples ex warehouse and new ordering form for samples
We expanded our sample store. Over 10’000 samples in different species of wood are available.
From mid October onwards we shall dispose of all TOPAKUSTIK® and TOPPERFO® samples
according to the ordering form enclosed, which you may use for your sample orders, thank you.

A new voice is answering your phone calls
Recently Silvia Halter joined our administration for a commercial apprenticeship. She is also
answering your phone calls and telephone enquiries as well as switching you on to your contact
person. We wish Silvia good speed!
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TOPPERFO® Clou with accentuated joints

We realized a successful application of accentuated joints in the object Commune di Novazzano in
the Ticino. The ventilation has been solved with black linear profiles in the longitudinal panel joints.
The transverse joints (without ventilation) show equal wide black joints. The result is a perfect
designed TOPPERFO® CLOU ceiling panelling.

TOPAKUSTIK® and TOPPERFO® in England
We received from our UK agent Malcolm Smith the following photographs of two important objects:
Milten Keynes realized with TOPAKUSTIK® and Perth Concert Hall realized with TOPPERFO®.
If you dispose of object photographs realized in TOPAKUSTIK® or TOPPERFO® please send them
to guido.achermann@nh-lungern.ch. Thank you.
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Local holiday
Because of the local holiday Bruder Klaus www.bruderklaus.ch., our plant will be closed on Monday,
25 September 2006.

Best regards
n’H sales team Export

A. Fries

F. Röthlin

G. Achermann

B. Britschgi

E. Stüssi

PS: TOPAKUSTIK® with value of art
These photographs show TOPAKUSTIK® panellings in the African Museum in Amsterdam. Thanks
for the pictures to Marcel van der Most, representive of Bruynzeel Multipanel, our distributor of
Netherlands and Belgium
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